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Sarah Iannarone

Occupation: Educator, Policy Advisor

Occupational Background: Mother (unpaid); Restaurant Worker; Small Business Owner

Educational Background: PSU, Urban Studies & Planning, Ph.D. (ABD)

Prior Governmental Experience: Transportation Budget Advisory Committee; Land Use & Transportation Chair, Mt. Scott Arleta Neighborhood; Prosper Portland Strategic Planning Committee

Portland’s shared vision of a sustainable, livable hometown is slipping from view. Mayor Wheeler admits he’s failed. We can’t endure four more years of failure.

I’m a working class mom, small business founder, and educator who advises global leaders how to make cities great. I’ve fought to achieve Portland’s potential through government action.

As your next Mayor, I’m ready to clean up the mess we’re in and get Portland on track. I’m the only candidate championing comprehensive solutions:

- **COVID Economic Recovery** - Keeping families fed and housed, preventing business closures, and ensuring tax fairness

- **Targeted Poverty Reduction** - Mobilizing city resources to end chronic houselessness and clean up the streets, not harassing the poor

- **Community Safety** - Detailed plans for preventing gun violence, fixing broken policing, and ensuring Black Lives Matter in Portland

- **Climate Leadership** - Strengthening Portland Clean Energy Fund, which Wheeler opposed

“At this critical moment, I trust Sarah to be the Mayor Portland needs for civil rights.” - DeRay Mckesson, National Black Lives Matter Activist
"Sarah's leadership will help us draw on our collective strengths to inspire a bold new vision for Portland." - Karin Power, State Representative, District 44

"Sarah will be a great climate champion in City Hall." - Khanh Pham, Democratic Nominee for House, District 46

"Collaborative, creative, and practical, she is exactly the leader we need." - Rita Moore, Portland Public School Board Member

Endorsers include community leaders Mayor Mark Gamba, Cameron Whitten, Stephen Green, Valdez Bravo, Bobbin Singh, Street Trust Action Fund, Honest Elections, Basic Rights Oregon Equality PAC Greenlight, Our Revolution, and many more.

Learn more about Sarah's policies and supporters at sarah2020.com en español sarah2020.com/es

This is our chance. I'm asking for your vote. Let's build a brighter future together.